Recombination hotspots and block structure of linkage disequilibrium in the human genome exemplified by detailed analysis of PGM1 on 1p31.
The distribution of linkage disequilibrium (LD) in the human genome has important consequences for the design of experiments that infer susceptibility genes for complex disease using association studies. Recent studies have shown a non-random distribution of human meiotic recombination associated with intervening tracts of LD. Little is known about the processes, patterns and frequency of reciprocal meiotic recombination in humans. However, this phenomenon can be better understood by the fine structure analysis of several genomic regions by mapping hotspots and characterizing regions with variable LD. Here, we report clustered hotspot activity with intervening blocks of LD within the human PGM1 gene (1p31) using data derived from meiotic and population studies. Earlier work has suggested a high recombination rate in two regions within the PGM1 gene, site A (exons 4-8) and site B (exons 1A-4). Sequencing of eight individuals across 6 kb of targeted regions in site B identified 18 informative SNPs. Individuals from three distinct populations, Caucasian (n=264), Chinese (n=222) and Vietnamese (n=187), were genotyped, and haplotypes were determined using estimate of haplotypes, ldmax and Arlequin. Allelic association and haplotype analysis in these samples revealed variable recombination rates across PGM1, demonstrating the presence of: (i) three hotspots and (ii) three haplotype blocks. The spatial arrangement of haplotype blocks was identical in all populations studied. The pattern of association within PGM1 represents a region decomposed into small blocks of LD, where increased recombination activity has disrupted the ancestral chromosome. Additionally, crossovers in phased data mapped preferentially to regions where LD collapses, which also overlap with sequence motifs.